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The form of the nucleus of young, vegetative cells of bacteria
is

now well known.

The information upon the subject has been fully

discussed by Piekarski (1949) in an admirable review, and in a

monograph (Bisset 1950a) by the author of this paper.

It has been

suggested by the author, (Bisset, 1949, 1950a) that this vegetative

nucleus, with its red -shaped chromosomes, or chromosome complexes,
is in a semipermanent mitotic condition.

A vesicular nucleus is

found in the microcyst stage, which is adopted by resting cultures
of almost all bacteria, as well as in the better known spore of

Bacillaceae and microcyst of Myxobacteria.
This microcyst is spherical or oval in shape, and its morphology
is

very typical, so that the genera of the otherwise morphologically

indistinguishable Bacteriaceae may thus be distinguished (Bisset 1950b).
The microcyst of Salmonella typhi is especially large, and the

structure of the nucleus can readily be discerned by both electron
and photomicroscopy.

METHODS

A strain of

S.

typhi was used in which the maturation of the

microcyst was very rapid, being complete after two or three days.
Preparations were stained by the HC1- Giemsa technique.

Wet smears

were fixed in osmic acid vapour, stained and mounted in water.

The

degree of acid -hydrolysis required bo reveal the nuclear structures
of the resting cells was considerably less than was required by the

corresponding vegetative cells.

This was duo, presumably, to their

(For technique see Bisset 1950a).

lower nucleotite content.

Preparations for electron microscopy were thoroughly washed in
saline and then in distilled water.

This method was successful in

decreasing the opacity of the cells to the electron beam by the
Metallic shadowing was not employed.

removal of surface mucus.

OBSERV.TIONS.

With the microscope the resting cell of S. typhi was clearly
seen to possess a large,central nucleus, with a well- marked

vesicular structure,

a

nuclear membrane and an eccentric chromatin

granule occupying about one third of the total volume of the
nucleus. (Plates 1 & 2).
This vesicular appearance was also seen quite clearly by the

electron microscope, (Plate 3), but the details of the structure
of the nucleus were not so well shown, despite the better definition
of the electron microscope.

The unavoidable desiccation of the

material, in preparation for the vacuum chambers, was presumably

responsible for this defect.
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Top left - Electron micrograph,
showing vesicular structure of
nucleus. x16,000.
1.Centre - Photomicrograph, acidGiemsa. Main structures marked
and labelled. x7,500.
12,Bottom right - As centre. x5000,
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By the electron and light- microscope the resting nucleus
of S.

typhi is shown to possess

a

well -marked vesicular structure,

with a nuclear membrane and an eccentric granule.
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The microcysts or resting cells of Bacteriaceae have three

typical forms, which are regular and recognisable,

and by which the

order may be divided into three groups.

The first type of microcyst is small, oval and eccentrically
nucleate; it is typical of Bact. coli, Proteus, Pseudomonas and

Salmonella with the exception of Sal. typhi which forms a very large,
oval microcyst, with a central nucleus.

resemble those of Sal. typhi.

The microcysts of Shigella

Bact. aerogenes produces

large,

spherical or oblong microcysts with a small, central nucleus.

It has for long been bacteriological dogma that the members of

the large group of Gram-negative, non-sporing bacteria are morpho-

logically almost indistinguishable,
of

apart from the presence or absence

flagella or capsules, and in some cases, the arrangement of flagella.

Thile this is approximately true of the vegetative cell, the morphology
of the resting cell, which in this family closely resembles the

microcyst of myxobacteria (Bisset, 1949, 1950), appears to provide a
criterion of considerable systematic value.

It has already been

observed that a striking difference exists between the microcyst of
Bacterium. coli and Bact. aerogenes, the latter being much larger.

The present paper is intended to extend these observations and
to

indicate the degree to which they may be correlated with other

criteria used in classification.

Methods

and

Materials.

In almost every case the bacteria examined were newly isolated.
I

consider that such delicate, morphological comparisons should not

be made upon material which has been cultivated artificially for

longer than is absolutely necessary.

Where this ideal was difficult

to achieve, as in the case of Salmonella typhi, observations made

originally upon newly- isolated strains were confirmed, as far as
possible, upon stock cultures of the same species.

Cultures were made upon nutrient agar.
370 for 24hr.

and afterwards stored at 20 °.

They wore incubated at
Mature resting cells

appeared in such cultures after a period varying from
six weeks or more.

a

few days to

Preparations were stained by the acid -Giemsa or

methylene- blue -eosin techniques (Bisset, 1950), and were mounted in
water for examination.

RESULTS
Differentiation of Beet. coli from Beet. ae,ogenes

Fifty strains of lactose -fermenting bacteria were isolated from
human and animal faeces, soil, and plant surfaces.

Of these strains

twenty -seven were indole positive and Voges- Proskauer negative, matile
and non- capsulated.

Twenty -three were indole negative and Voges-

Proskauer positive, ion- motile and capsulated.

The former will

hereafter be referred to as Bact. coli, the latter as Baet. aerogen3s.
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Microcysts of Bact. coli (Proteus, Pseudomonas
Plates 1 and 2.
and Salmonella, except Sal.typhi,. are similar).
Plates 3 and 4. Microcysts of Bact. aerogenes.

Acid-Giemsa.

x3000.

Figure A. Coli type
microcysts.
Figure B.
Aerogenes
type microcysts.
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strain of Dace. coli differed from the remainder in the
production

One

of

r.

volumixous slime layer.

This, however, was not

a

capsule

according to the criteria of Klieneberger -Nobel (1948), as it
was
irregular in outline.

This organism, like the other coli strains,

was mobile, which I consider, in this order, to be synonymous with

flagellated.
The morphology of the microcyst stage was in complete àccordance

with this grouping.
smell,
1,.^;

The microcysts of Bact. coli were relatively

elongate ovals, and the nucleus stained eccentrically (Fig.

Plate 1, figs.

1

& 2).

They were approximately half the size

of youn;, vegetative bacteria of the same
of 5act.

aerogenes were from 1.5 to

3

species.

The microcysts

times as great as those of

Beet. coli, spherical or oblong in shape, often retaining the
capsule to some extent, and with small, central nuclei (Fig.1,B;
Plate 1, figs. 3 & 4).

This difference is so striking that these

two species may readily be distinguished by the simple, microscopic
e'r^.mination of mature cultures.

In order to check this important

point, I examined these fifty strains,

another person,
It was

and identified

stained and numbered by

them correctly by this means alone.

Oven possible to detect preparations made from mixed cultures,

and containing both coli and aerogenes type microcysts.

In three

cases, Hitherto unsuspected contamination of cultures was revealed
in this way,
.

and their unusual biochemical behaviour explained.

possible source of error is excessive age of cultures.

All types

of microcyst may be distorted by desiccation and become difficult to

indent ify.

About a dozen strains
the faeces of animals

.ef

lactose -fermenting bacteria, derived from

and from vegetation, failed to conform exactly to

either of these groups.

Some produced indole, although non -motile;

in others the microscope

appearance of the colony* was markedly unlike

that of typical coli or aerogenes, and the vegetative cell was small
and irregular in form.

Most of these possessed large microcysts

with central nuclei, like aerogenes, but spherical, oval or irregular
in shape.

Salmonella

Eighteen strains of Salmonella were examined, of which twelve were
newly- isolated.
enteritidis.,

These included Sal. pa.ratyphi B and C, and Sal.

All possessed the type of microcyst characteristic of

Bach. coli, i.e., small,

oval, and eccentrically nucleate.

morphology of the eight strains of Sal.
examined, was unusual.

t

r

The

hi@murium, which were

The typical primary nucleus (Bisset, 1950)

was not seen at any stage; the vegetative nucleus was largo and

irregular.
than in Bact.

This condition is more often found in Bact. aerog3nes
coli, but the microcyst of Sal. t

hi- murium, where

they occurred, appeared to be of the coli type.

SalmonelllIohi

and Shigella

The microcyst of Sal. typhi was different from that of other

salmonellas, or indeed from either of the previously mentioned types.

Fourteen strains were examined; six had been in culture for only a
few months, eight were stock cultures.

In the newly -isolated strains

and in the majority of the stock cultures (probably the most recently

of
isolated), the microcysts were approximately the same size as those

Plates 5,g' and 7. Microcysts of Salmonella typhi.
These more
closely resemble the microcysts of Shigella than those of
other species of Salmonella.
Plate S. Iicrocysts of Shigella schmitzii.

Figure C. Typhi type
microcysts.
Figure D. Shigella
type microcysts.

Bact.

aerogenes, but were oval in shape and had
large central nuclei;

some microcysts were relatively enormous (Fig.l,C; Plate
1, figs.5,6,7).

Those exceptionally large cells possessed nuclei which were

correspondingly, so large that their vesicular structure was clearly
visible (Plate 1, figs.6,7).
to produce

Three of the stock cultures failed

recognisable microcysts.

The appearance of the microcysts of Shigella which wore examined
(ten Sh. flexneri,

six Sh. Sonnei, one Sh. schmitzii and one

Sh..

alkalescens),all of which were newly- isolated, was very similar to
that of the smaller microcysts of S. typhi, but the nucleus was often

irregular in shape (Fig.1,D; Plate

1,

fig.8).

In cultures of Sh.Sonnei

occasional microcysts were irregular in outline, but were recognisable
as

representatives of the sane morphological type.
Proteus

and

Pseudomonas

Five newly -isolated strains of Proteus vulgaris, six of Proteus

moranii, four of Pseudomonas fluorescens, and five, four of which
were newly- isolated, of Pseudómonas p ocYanea, all possessed the
coli type of microcyst.

DISCUSSION
In most branches

of biology, the characteristics of the reproductive

process are of primary importance in classification; it is justifiable
to claim that the morphology of the microcysts of various genera of

Bacter3.acoae may provide evidence of their relationship.

This

criterion is already employed in the classification of s{yxobacte.ria.

12.

On this basis, Bact. coli. and Bact. aerogenes are unlike, and,
as

their differences, both in the morphology of'the vegetative

bacterium and in the biochemical reactions, are more marked than their
resemblances,
justifiable.
(except w.

the recognition of the genus Jerobacter is probably
Bact. coli is morphologically identical with Salmonella

tuhi),

and shares the habit of gut parasitism.

The coli

type microcyst is found also in Proteus and Pseudomonas, but in these

genera the vegetative form is distinct.

Bact. aerogenes forms a

group with a number of similar bacteria from the soil.
C.

typhi and Shigella resemble each other in their habitat in man,

their failure to produce gas in the fermentation of carbohydrates.

awl

`t1

T

1J.tLcr characteristic is

shared by the S. pullorura group, which are

ancigenicclly related to S. typhi, and like Shiella, are non-motile.
I ;o

ly- isolated cultures were unfortunately not available.

resemblance

and

in microcyst form between

The

Shig_lla

may be

regarded as additional evidence of relationship.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE FLAGELLA AND
CELL WALL IN GERMINATING

AND DIVIDING CELLS OF SALMONELLA TYPHI
K.A.Bisset
Department of Bacteriology, University of Birmingham.

SU13/1ARY:

The microcyst of Salmonella tZphi is non -motile,

devoid of flagella and of the flagellar antigen.

Observations

by electron and photomicroscopy show that the flagella commence
to grow outwards, through the cell wall of the germinating micro-

cyst, after about two hours incubation.
or sub -polar flagellum appears first.
at all stages of development.

Often a single, polar
Micrographs show flagella

In dividing bacteria all the

flagella remain upon one daughter cell.

This indicates that

the cell wall is secreted mainly at one pole of an elongating

bacterium.

In a paper, first published in 1946, and subsequently republished, in essentially the same form, in a number of different
journals, Pijper has asserted that the flagella of bacteria are

merely threads of polysaccharide, drawn out from the surface of
the cell by reason of its spiral motility.

The supposed mech-

anism of motility, under these circumstances, is not explained.
His evidence consists of cinematograph films with dark-field
not
illumination, which demonstrate the possession by some, but

flagella.
all typhoid bacteria, of a terminal whip of twisted

Pijper's thesis has been completely disproved by the evidence
of several workers, notably Fleming, Houwinck, Kingma -Boltjes

and van Iterson, in the Symposium upon the Nature of the Bacterial surface, (Soc. Gen. Microbiol.

independent papers.

1949), and in numerous

This evidence is too voluminous to be

reviewed here, but may be summarised as proving that flagella
are positive structures which pierce the cell wall and are at-

tached to a granule near the surface of the protoplast; they
are composed of myosin-like protein; and they move before the

cell commences to do so, or even when the cell is stationary.

Despite this overwhelming accumulation of evidence to the
contrary, Pijper has continued to assert the truth of his theory.

I

have observed that the microcyst, or resting cell of Sal-

21201221

2211

is non-motile (Bisset 195Gb).

This paper is

primarily intended to demonstrate the development of flagella
in the process of germination.

The following observations appear to prove that the flagella do, in fact, grow outwards through the cell wall, developing in a characteristic manner upon non-motile microcysts,
cell wall
grown upon solid medium, and that the portion of the

distinct
of a dividing bacterium which bears the flagella, is

from the newly-formed portion which does not do so.

1i'

OBSERVATIONS
A strain of Sal. typhi
was used which forms mature microcysts

in a very short time.

The process was complete in 2-3 days.

The microcysts were completely non-motile,
and gold- shadowed

electron micrographs showed them to be devoid of
flagella (Plate 1).

Sal, typhi microcyst,

showing complete absence
of flagella.

Electron

micrograph, gold-shadowed.
x30,000.

Plate 1.

The absence of flagella was confirmed by antigenic analysis.

Sera were prepared, in rabbits, against a suspension of cells

from a 24 hour culture, and against a suspension of washed micro cysts.

Comparison of the titres of agglutination with formolised (H)

and untreated suspensions of flagellated bacteria indicated that
the microcysts were almost entirely deficient of the flagellar

antigen.

The very slight reaction between the microcyst serum

and the H suspension may well have been due to incomplete removal

M.

of the shed flagella from the culture, and possibly to the

residual 0 antigen in the formolised suspension.
The results of this experiment are shown in the table :Serum,

Serum,

Suspensions

young cells

microcysts

Young cells
untreated

1:1600

1:2000

Microcysts

1:2000

Young cells
formolised (H)

1:50

1:400

Preparations were examined both by the electron microscope,
using the gold-shadowing technique to demonstrate the flagella,

and by the light microscope, for which a variety of classical
flagellar stains were employed.
Cultures sown with mature microcysts and incubated for
approximately four hours were found to be composed of motile

bacteria with their full quota of ten or twelve flagella
(Plates 2,3,17).

A proportion of non-motile bacteria was

always present, however, and a corresponding proportion of

non-flagellated bacteria in stained preparations.

These,

divided cells.
as will be seen below, were probably newly-

Motility began to develop at 11 to

2 hours,

and cells

of the
from these cultures showed all stages of development

flagella.

-as polar
Often the first flagellum to develop

or sub -polar in position.

When this, first flagellum was

P7,

Plate

2.

Sal. typhi,

showing arrangement
of flagella when

fully developed.
Electron micrograph.

Gold

shadowed.

x16,000.

e

Plate 3.
Sal. typhi, showing arrangement of flagella
Silver impregnation.
when fully developed.
x10,000.

Plate

4.

Sal.

typhi, cell from 21 hour culture showing the

first appearance of the flagella.

One, almost at the

pole of the cell, is half grown, others are just beginning
to pierce the cell wall, and may be discerned to arise from

beneath it.

Electron micrograph, gold- shadowed.

x45,000.

`.0.

Figure 1.

Tracing of plate 4.
Showing germinating microcyst
with flagella in anearly
stage of development.

about a quarter grown, or slightly more, several others com-

menced to protrude, like short bristles through the cell wall
(Figure 1. Plates 4,5,6,7,8).

These cannot have been old

flagella, broken off short, not only because of their demon strable absence in the microcyst stage, but also because, had
it been so,

large numbers of cast -off flagella would have been

visible in the preparation, which never occurred when the inoculum of microcysts had once been freed from the loose flagella
derived from the previous, vegetative generation.

Plate

5.

Sal. typhi,

developing flagella.
Same condition as P1.4.
x16,000.

Plates 6,7. Germinating microcysts.
Silver impregnation.
x3000 and x10,000
respectively. Plate 7
is the single cell in
plate 6, outlined.

Cells with half-grown flagella were also seen, and many with
less than the number usually seen upon more mature bacteria
(Plates 9,10411 12,13,14,15,16).
'.

or

Plate 8.

Plato

9.

Plate 10.

Plate il.

Plates 8-12.
8 -11 are photmicrographs,
stained by silver impregnation, x3000.
12 is an electron micrograph, gold- shadowed,
x10,000.

In.8 the flagella are
numerous but very short.
The cell is still a
recognisable microcyst.
In the remainder the
polar flagella are well
grown, the others absent
or rudimentary.

Plate 12.

22

Plate 14.
Silver impregnation.
x3000.

Plate 1 3.
Silver impregnation.
x5000.

In 13 and 14 a mixture
of fully developed and
growing flagella may be
Note especobserved.
ially the two, short flagella at one pole of 13.
In 15 only one flagellum is well grown, near
the pole, the remainder
are short.

Plate 15.
Electron micrograph, gold- shadowed.
x16,000.

2.3,

Dividing bacteria, when thus examined, showed that all the

flagella remained with one daughter cell (Figure

2.

Plates 16,17).

This observation has interesting implications which are
discussed
in the next section.

Plate 16. Sal. typphi
Dividing cell in 21 hour
culture. Showing both
short, developing flagella, and the retention
of all flagella upon one
of the daughter cells.
Electron micrograph,
old- shadowed. x12,000.
Tracing on next page).

Figure 2.

Tracing of plate 16.
Showing the origin of
all the flagellar
elements in the upper
half of the dividing
bacterium.

Plate 17.

Sal. typhi.

Newly divided bacteria.
One daughter cell is
completely flagellated,
the other has only the
rudiments of new flagella.

Silver impregnation.
x1C1,000.

zs
DISCUSSION
The observation that the resting cell of Sal. typhi
is non-motile,

and is devoid of flagella, and even of the flagellar
antigen, provides
a basis for the examination of the growth of the flagella
in the pro-

cess of germination of the microcyst.

The flagella commence to

appear after about two hour incubation of mature microcysts.
pattern of development is often very regular.

The

The first flag-

ellum to appear is usually sub -terminal, and is situated on the end
of the cell distant from the area of most active cell wall secretion.
That is upon the area which is physiologically oldest, in view of

the behaviour of the flagella at cell division.
interest.

This is of great

It provides additional evidence in support of the auth-

or's contention (Bisset 1948, 1950a) that the cell wall is a dead
structure, which does not grow, but is secreted by the cell membrane.

It now appears that this secretion occurs mainly, if not

exclusively, in two places; at the centre of a dividing cell

(Bisset 1948), and at one pole of the growing cell.

This inter-

pretation is supported by the observed concentration of stainable
nucleoproteins in the cell membrane at these points (Bisset 1950a).
These nucleoproteins are presumably responsible for the secretion
of the cell wall (Figure 3).

Figure 3. The secretion
of the cell wall in a
dividing bacterium.

old cell wall
membrane

secretory cell membrane
new cell wall
secretory cell membrane
.new cell wall

26.

The rapid initial growth of the 'terminal flagella in germinating

microcysts is indicative of an internal arrangement which foreshadows the pattern of the first cell division, long before this
has occurred.

Figure 4.

There is also a slight tendency for the lateral

The development of the flagella in the
germinating microcyst.

flagella which are furthest from the pole of cell wall growth to
develop more rapidly.

After the appearance of the first one or

two polar flagella, however, the lateral flagella appear all over

the cell, even near the pole of growth (Figure 4).
varSeveral details in these observations are completely at
the
iance with Pijper's theory, and support the classical view of

27.

nature of flagella.
Firstly, the flagella may be observed at various stages of

development, in cells which have been grown from non- motile
microcysts upon solid medium, and which have thus been unable,
at any time, to employ their :newly- developed motility.

The

flagella cannot, under these conditions, be the result of
motility.
Secondly, the non -motile microcysts are not only devoid
of flagella, but almost completely devoid of the flagellar

antigen.

If the flagella were merely derived from the surface

layer of the cell, the occurrence of the antigen would be in-

dependent of the existence of visible flagella and apparent
motility.
Thirdly, the behaviour of the flagella of dividing cells
is entirely compatible with the conception that they have a

fixed position in a rigid cell wall.
The author is not of the opinion that Pijper's theory

requires to be disproved, because it has never been proved,
merely asserted, and because it conflicts with almost all the
available evidence, including Pijper's own, excellent films
of flagellar action; even his demonstration of the now accepted

fact that some flagella may become twisted into a terminal
whip does not support his thesis in any way, and it is claimed
to do so,

only by a most illogical argument.

This paper

has been framed to refute his theory, however, because of the

remarkably cautious manner in which it has been treated, by
several authors, despite its danonstrable falsity.

28,
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THE AUTHOR HAS BEEN INVITED TO CONTRIBUTE AN ARTICLE

UPON THE MORPHOLOGY OF BACTERIA, TO THE "ANNUAL
REVIEW OF MICROBIOLOGY ", 1951.
THIS ESSAY IS INTENDED TO FORM THE. BASIS OF ONE

SECTION OF THE ARTICLE.
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EVOLUTIONARY TRENDS IN BACTERIA.

With

a note

upon the nature and origin of the bacterial endospore.

INTRODUCTION

The tendency of most groups of living creatures to evolve from
a condition in which structure and function, and especially the

reproductive and distributive functions, are adapted to an
aquatic existence, to a more completely terrestiel form, is clearly

discernible in bacteria.
AQUATIC

BACTERIA.

Purely aquatic bacteria are of three main types, of which one
is pelagic and two are sessile.

The pelagic bacteria are more or

less spiral in form, much more so than the characteristically

terristial bacteria.

The sessile bacteria may be stalked (caulo-

bacteria) or filamentous (chlanydo-bacteria
both.

)

or, in some cases,

Thus bacteria may either co-operate with, or combat, the

distributive tendency of the water.
Bacteria of many other types are found in water, but some are

unquestionably there by accident, and only the spiral and the sessile
forms appear to be adapted, specifically to an aquatic existence.

Distribution, under aquatic conditions, does not present a
serious problem.

The spiral forms swim freely and their non-motile,

resting stages, where these exist, drift in the currents.

The

sessile forms usually possess a motile stage, by which distribution
is effected.

The swarmer cells of chlamydobacteria and the

flagellated generation of caulobacteria perform this function.

2
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Although there

is

little direct evidence, the author incline.,

to the view that the spiral water bacteria, with their polar
flagella, are the ancestral bacterial form.

Caulobactoria and ohlaxnydobacteria have no terrestial
representatives and may be regarded as highly evolved for life
in very dilute nutrient media, such as streams and lakes.

ADAPTION TO TERRESTIAL EXISTENCE.
As in the case of plants and animals, many bacterial species

which are terrestial in habit possess features indicative of an
aquatic origin.

Of these, the tendency towards a spiral

morphology, and the possession of flagella are obvious examples.
In certain terrestial species the flagella have been developed
to such an extent that the organism is capable of active movement

upon a surface which is no more then damp.
of Proteus and of many sparing genera.

This is characteristic

The flagella of these

bacteria are not, so far as is known, different from those of
other species, but ere exceedingly numerous, and are peritrichous
in arrangement.

The flagella of aquatic bacteria are usually

few in number and confined to the poles of the cell.

Many species, less completely adapted to terrestial conditions,
possess flagella which are, apparently, of little use to them.

Bacteria of the coli- typhoid group are capable of swimming actively,
although this function can be of little service.

It is, however,

notable that many of the flagella of typhoid bacteria, swimming
freely, become twisted together into a tail at the pole of the cell.

-

3
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This may be a device for greater efficiency, or may be merely an

Whatever the explanation, the inference that peritrichous

accident.

flagella are imperfect swimming organs is difficult to escape.
is also

It

worthy of note that the polar or sub -polar flagella. of

S.typhi are the first to develop in the germinating microcyst.
The theory of recapitulation is not now held to be entirely true,
but it has some force even as circumstantial evidence, in such a
The commonest free -living genera of this group are actually

case.

non -motile and depend upon passive distribution, apparently with
Success.

r..a

MYXOBACTER,IA

.

The problem of adaptation to movement upon dry land has been

solved in an entirely different manner by the myxobacteria, which
have discarded flagella entirely, and with them the rigid cell

wall of eubacteria.

Myxobacteria crawl upon solid surfaces, or

surface films, by muscular activity of the cell wall..
"swim" if totally immersed in a fluid.

They show

a

They cannot

marked

sensitivity for lines of stress in a surface, a phenomenon
as "elasticotaxis ".

The

i

xobacteria

of distribution of the

known

This in itself suggests adaptation to dry land.
have also achieved a solution of the prof m
species under terrestial conditions.

23
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THE PROBLEM OF DISTRIBUTION.

As has already been suggested, the distributive units of aquatic

bacteria are motile cells,

On dry land, however, this type motility

is inadequate to ensure distribution, and the most successful groups

have evolved mechanisms for ensuring carriage of endospores, microcysts
or oidia by the air.

The myxobacteria produce fruiting bodies, of which the most

elaborate are very well

d

esigned for this purpose.

They range from

mere heaps of microcysts to complex structures with a large surface
area to catch the air, and are borne on long stalks.

Each fruiting

body contains many n4crocysts, so that, upon germination on
substrate an entire vegetative swarm is released.

a

suitable

This must ensure,

to some extent, that the newly-germinated bacteria are not overgrown

by those already present.
Two other groups which have developed parallel mechanisms are
the streptomyces and the sporing bacteria.

The fungus-life habit of the former needs little comment.

Spores

are borne upon aerial hyphae, and combine large numbers with small size

to ensure distribution.

The sessile, plant-like organism is entirely

immobile.

SPORING

BACILLI.

The sporing bacilli are less specialised, but almost equally
successful, and have, probably as a by-product of their distributive
mechanism, produced the rather puzzling endospore.

It appears to the

author that the main function of the spore is carriage by the air.

- 5 -

It is probably no more than the eubactorial microcyst, considerably

reduced in size for the sake of Ïi.mht-ioss, and therefore concentrated.
It is this concentration of the proteins, by the elimination of water,

which has resulted in the resistance of the spore to inimical agencies.
This can hardly have developed because of any real advantage which its

possession gave to the species.

.high temperatures

and strong

concentrations of chemicals are rarely met with in nature; whereas the
resistance of the spore to oxidation and inanition is little, if any,

greater than that of the resting stage of other types of bacteria.
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